Eye on the World
July 9, 2022
This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service
to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the
writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles
were posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of July 9, 2022.
Compiled by Dave Havir
Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed
down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and
that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all
dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every
moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these
coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man”
(Weymouth New Testament).
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are
considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give
the essence of the story.
__________
Comments about Marburg virus in Africa
An article by Connor Boyd titled “Fears Over New Outbreak of One of
World’s Deadliest Diseases in Africa: Two Patients ‘Die From Marburg Virus’
That Causes 90% of Patients to Bleed to Death From Their Nose, Mouth and
Eyes” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 8, 2022.
Comments about international monkeypox
An article by David Artavia titled “No, Monkeypox Is Not a ‘Gay Disease’ ”
was posted at yahoo.com on July 6, 2022.
International covid news
An article by Paul Farrell titled “Tesla’s Output at Chinese Car Factory
Dropped by 18 Percent in Three Months to 254,695 Vehicles After Draconian
Local Covid-19 Lockdown Measures Halted Production” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
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An article by Rachael Bunyan titled “Tens of Millions Are Put Into Lockdown in
China as Its Communist Party Leaders Continue Zero-Covid Approach That Has
Hamstrung Global Supply Chains” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 6, 2022.
An article by Judy Siegel-Itzkovich titled “New Platform Will Speed-Develop Drugs to Combat Future Covid-19 Variants” was posted at jpost.com on
July 6, 2022.
An article by Judy Siegel-Itzkovich titled “Covid-19 in Israel: Infants Aged Six
Months to Six Years to Be Vaccinated” was posted at jpost.com on July 7, 2022.
International climate change
An article by Monica Showalter titled “Netherlands Farmers, Fishermen Revolt
Against Government Greenie Impositions” was posted at americanthinker.com
on July 4, 2022.
International climate change and coal
Looking back to October 2021, an article by Philip Wang titled “China Tells
Mines to Produce ‘As Much Coal As Possible’ ” was posted at ctvnews.ca on
Oct. 20, 2021.
An article by Robert Bryce titled “Soaring Global Coal Use Is Obliterating
Emission Reductions Achieved in the U.S. Since 2005” was posted at realclearenergy.org on June 26, 2022.
Comments about international fossil fuels
An article by Gerson Freitas Jr., Stephen Stapczynski and Anna Shiryaevskaya titled “Natural Gas Soars 700%, Becoming Driving Force in the New
Cold War” was posted at bloomberg.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Greg Wilson titled “Russia Strikes Massive Oil Reserve in Arctic as
War Sends Barrel Price Skyrocketing” was posted at dailywire.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by George Glover titled “Iran Is Cutting Its Oil Prices to Compete
With Cheap Russian Crude for Chinese Buyers” was posted at businessinsider.
com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Huileng Tan titled “Russia Is Reaping Bumper Revenue From Oil
and Gas Sales—but Iran and Venezuela Should Serve as Cautionary Tales for
Moscow’s Energy Industry” was posted at businessinsider.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Chris Tomlinson titled “EU to Create Emergency Plan for Russian Energy Cut Off” was posted at breitbart.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Huileng Tan titled “Norway’s Government Halted an Oil and Gas
Worker Strike That Could Have Cut Natural-Gas Exports by 60% and Worsened
Europe’s Energy Crisis” was posted at businessinsider.com on July 6, 2022.
An article titled “New Pipeline From Greece to Bulgaria Offsets Russian Gas
Cut” was posted at apnews.com on July 8, 2022.
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Comments about international food crisis
An article by Sara Ruberg and Alistair MacDonald titled “Food Prices
Squeeze Poorest in Rich Countries” was posted at wsj.com on July 8, 2022.
An article by Flaminia Luck titled “Are We Set to Run Out of Humus? Global
Chickpea Shortage (Worsened by Ukraine War) Means Popular Dip Could Be
Harder to Buy” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 8, 2022.
Comments about Russia-Ukraine war
A Reuters article by Philip Pullella titled “Pope Implicitly Accuses Russia of
Aggression, Imperialism in Ukraine” was posted at reuters.com on June 30, 2022.
An article by Will Stewart titled “Russian Journalist Is Locked Up in Siberian
Psychiatric Hospital After Posting ‘Sane People Are for Peace in Ukraine’ ” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article titled “Some Russians Won’t Halt War Protests, Despite Arrest
Fears” was posted at apnews.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “Senior Kremlin Aide [Nikolai
Patrushev] Suggests Putin Still Aims to Take All of Ukraine” was posted at
cnsnews.com on July 6, 2022.
An article titled “Putin to Ukraine: Russia Has Barely Started Its Action”
was posted at latimes.com on July 7, 2022.
An article by Aya Batrawy titled “Inflation Pushed 71 Million Into Poverty
Since Ukraine War” was posted at apnews.com on July 7, 2022.
Comments about Israel
An article by Staff titled “U.S. Officials Say Gunfire From Israeli Positions
Likely Killed Al-Jazeera Journalist and American Citizen Shireen Abu Akleh,
but There Is ‘No Reason to Believe’ the Shooting Was Intentional” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Khaled Abu Toameh titled “Is Hamas Planning to Take Over
the West Bank?” was posted at jpost.com on July 7, 2022.
Comments about Iran
An article by Anna Ahronheim titled “[Benny] Gantz Reveals ‘Unusual’ Iranian
Military Activity in the Red Sea” was posted at jpost.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Anna Ahronheim titled “Hezbollah Used Iranian Drones
Against the Karish Gas Field—[Benny] Gantz” was posted at jpost.com on
July 7, 2022.
A reuters article by Agnieszka Pikulicka-Wilczewska titled “Warsaw Confirms
Detention of Polish Scientist in Iran” was posted at reuters.com on July 7, 2022.
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Comments about Saudi Arabia
An article by John Hayward titled “Susan Rice’s Abandonment of Democrats’ Khashoggi Crusade Frames Biden Saudi Trip” was posted at breitbart.
com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Gershon Baskin titled “Israel Must Use Saudi Normalization
as Leverage for Peace With Palestinians—Opinion” was posted at jpost.com
on July 6, 2022.
A reuters article by Dan Williams titled “Israel Asks Saudis to Let Mecca
Pilgrims Fly Direct From Tel Aviv” was posted at reuters.com on jpost.com on
July 7, 2022.
International miscellaneous news
An article by Awr Hawkins titled “ ‘Restrictive’ Gun and Ammunition Controls
Failed to Prevent Copenhagen Attack” was posted at breitbart.com on July 3, 2022.
A Reuters article by Ahmed Mohamed Hassan titled “Egypt Shuts Down
Red Sea Beaches After Tourist Killed in Shark Attack” was posted at reuters.
com on July 3, 2022.
A Reuters article by Ahmed Mohamed Hassan titled “Second Woman Killed
in Shark Attack in Egypt’s Red Sea” was posted at reuters.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Landon Mion titled “Worker [in Chile] Disappears After He Was
Accidentally Paid More Than 300 Times His Salary” was posted at foxnews.
com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Marcus M. Gilban titled “Judge Gives Brazilian Pastor (Who
Called for a Second Holocaust) Historic 18-Year Prison Sentence” was posted
at jpost.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Ariella Marsden titled “Boris Johnson Announces Resignation
After 54 Ministers Quit” was posted at jpost.com on July 7, 2022.
An article by Rachael Bunyan and Harriet Alexander titled “Shinzo Abe Was
the Japanese PM Who Was Born to Live on the Election Trail and Would Lose His
Life There: How Former Leader Became His Country’s Most Famous Politician
and Longest-Serving Premier” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 8, 2022.
A video and an article by Shayne Bugden titled “Heart-Stopping Moment a
Tour-De-France Rider Breaks His Neck in Savage Collision With a Fan During
Chaotic Stage That Saw Bikes Hurtle Down Cobblestones” were posted at
dailymail.co.uk on July 8, 2022.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Ryan Bomberger titled “Abortion Is Slavery” was posted at
townhall.com on July 8, 2022. Following is the article.
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__________
Since the Dobbs decision was released, supremely correcting a supremely
wrong Roe decision, the Left has become even more unhinged.
Sadly, not unshackled.
The amount of mental and rhetorical contortions one must go through to justify the commercialized slaughter of millions of human beings is astounding.
And Planned Parenthood is leading the charge.
Unsurprisingly, the activist arm of the Democrat Party, is throwing every
absurd charge of racism it possibly can at the Pro-Life movement. You know,
the same movement that fights to save every human life regardless of color?
The mere fact that Planned Parenthood now calls itself an anti-racist organization when it’s the leading killer of black lives would be funny if it weren’t so fatal.
For years, the nation’s leading abortion plantation—I mean, federation—has
claimed that abortion abolition is slavery. No. Abortion is slavery.
If America was “built on the backs of slaves”, then Planned Parenthood was built
on the backs, lungs, brains, livers, and wanted severed body parts of the unborn.
It was built upon the unceasing exploitation of women . . . wait, pregnant people . . . wait, menstruating people . . . wait, birthing people. Ahhhhhhh, nonprostate owners?
Anyway, mother and aborted child have made the abortion behemoth a $2.3 billion business, whether Planned Parenthood cares to acknowledge them or not.
Thankfully, the Dobbs decision set the record straight with the 14th Amendment,
which finally recognized that people of my complexion were citizens and could
not be deprived of “Life, Liberty or Property.” This week we celebrate the ratification of the most abused amendment in history.
Troubled minds think alike
Planned Parenthood versus Casey led to another conjured up right: reliance. The
majority opinion opined that women, over decades since Roe, have formed a
“reliance on the availability of abortion in the event that contraception should fail.”
T h e t h r e e d i s s e n t i n g j u s t i c e s i n D o b b s ( B r e y e r, Ka g a n a n d Sotomayor) exclaimed: ”When Roe and Casey disappear, the loss of power, control, and
dignity will be immense.”
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen claimed, without evidence, that ending Roe “would
have very damaging effects on the economy and would set women back decades.”
Pro-slavery politicians thought the exact same thing, fearing the end of slavery. John C. Calhoun, a Democratic Senator from South Carolina opined: ““Be
it good or bad, [slavery] has grown up with our society and institutions and is
so interwoven with them that to destroy it would be to destroy us as a people.”
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The same political Party that went to war to protect slavery has announced,
through its surrogates, that it will be ungovernable during its ”Summer of Rage.”
President Joe Biden, who once said that Roe “went too far”, sadly hyperbolized that the overturning of Roe “set us back 150 years.”
No. It actually took us back to 1972 when abortion was illegal in the majority of
states. But if you ask pro-abortion activists or the historically-challenged president of Planned Parenthood (Alexis McGill Johnson), it takes us back to slavery.
Bodily autonomy
Ahhh, the religious dogma among those who believe the sacrifice of another
body is the highest virtue. MSNBC’s Zerlina Maxwell claimed that abortion and
bodily autonomy were “added in later” to the Constitution. Hmmm. Didn’t read
that version. Her guest, law professor Michele Goodwin, then claimed that slavery “was explicitly the denial of bodily autonomy and liberty.”
What so-called reproductive justice activists get completely wrong about bodily autonomy is that our humanity is first.
No one is going to care about your body if they don’t regard you as human.
Your body has no “rights” when you’re viewed as property.
Slavery was the denial of personhood, refusing to recognize that every person is a human, and every human is a person.
Throughout history, heinous treatment of fellow human beings wasn’t the
result of failing to see they had “rights over their bodies” but that those
somebodies had no inherent right to live.
Slavery. Abortion. Same wrongs. Different century.
The many comparisons
Slavery violently removed millions of human beings from their natural home,
treating them as chattel that was salable or disposable.
Abortion violently removes millions of human beings from their natural home,
treating them as chattel that is salable (in wanted body parts) or disposable.
Slavery separated children from their mothers in order to profit the slavemaster.
Abortion severs children inside of their mothers in order to profit abortionists.
The institution of slavery prospered by implementing systemic rape and forcing pregnancies.
The industry of abortion prospers by inciting systemic promiscuity and ending pregnancies.
Seven men in black robes decided that a group of humans were mere property and not protected by the Constitution in the 1857 Dred Scott decision,
denying millions their God-given humanity.
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Seven men in black robes decided that a group of humans were mere property and not protected by the Constitution in the 1973 Roe decision, denying
millions their God-given humanity.
Slavemasters tried to use the Bible to justify the brutal inhumanity of slavery.
Even though the Bible speaks of being made in the image of God, pro-slavery advocates denied it.
Even though the Bible denounced the kidnapping and sale of people into
chattel slavery, pro-slavery advocates denied it.
Even though the Bible commands ”You shall not murder”, pro-slavery
advocates denied that people were being killed.
Abortionists try to use the Bible to justify the brutal inhumanity of abortion
(e.g. Willie Parker who claimed the parable of the Good Samaritan inspired
him to become an abortionist).
Even though the Bible speaks of being made in the image of God, proabortion advocates deny it.
Even though the Bible denounces the shedding of innocent blood, proabortion advocates deny it.
Even though the Bible commands ”You shall not murder”, pro-abortion
advocates deny that people are being killed.
Slavery caused American society to turn its back on the most marginalized
and accept the status quo. A remnant, though, refused to be silent or intimidated. They fought peacefully to abolish the evil so that “created equal”
applied to every member of the human family.
Abortion caused American society to turn its back on the most marginalized
and accept the status quo. A remnant, though, refuses to be silent or intimidated. We fight peacefully to abolish the evil so that “created equal” applies
to every member of the human family.
The late Dr. Mildred Jefferson (the first black woman to graduate from
Harvard Medical School, first female surgeon at Boston Medical, and
cofounder of the National Right to Life) had this to say about abortion: “I
would guess that the abortionists have done more to get rid of generations
and cripple others than all of the years of slavery and lynchings.”
I’m with her.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Oliver North titled “July 4, 1776: Sacrificing for Freedom” was
posted at townhall.com on July 5, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
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Yesterday we celebrated the 246th anniversary of America’s founding. It
came about as an act of Congress. The differences between the Congress of
1776 and 2022 are extraordinary.
Then, Congress had just 56 members. Now, 535. Then, as now, our nation
was in the midst of insurrection. On Wednesday, April 19, 1775, British troops
fired on American “insurrectionists” in Lexington and Concord, Massachusetts.
Congress sprang into action!
Fourteen months later, June 11, 1776, the Continental Congress met in
Philadelphia to decide what to do about British efforts to impose total control
over everyone in their 13 American colonies.
Congress appointed a committee and ordered them to draft a secret document. On Wednesday, June 12, 1776, the committee met in a rented room in
a boarding house at Market and 7th Streets.
It took the five members of the secret committee 14 days — they didn’t meet
on Sundays — to reach agreement on a draft. On Friday, June 28, 1776, they
presented their draft to those who set them to their task.
The “committee of the whole” chaired by Benjamin Harrison of Virginia tabled
the resolution for editing. In just two days the larger body made 86 changes,
eliminating 480 words and leaving 1,337 words.
The evening of July 1, 1776, was hot and steamy. The chairman of the fiveman committee sat at the portable desk he designed and built and began
preparing what all hoped would be the final version of the document.
Upon the urging of the chairman, he was left alone to complete his work.
On Tuesday morning, July 2, a 33-year-old Virginia farmer delivered his “fair
draft” on four pages of parchment. The farmer was Thomas Jefferson, and the
body to which he delivered the document was the Second Continental Congress.
These 56 representatives of the 13 colonies resolved that day to declare independence from Great Britain.
That night in a letter to his wife, Abigail, committee member John Adams
wrote: “The Second Day of July 1776, will be the most memorable Epocha,
in the History of America. I am apt to believe that it will be celebrated, by
succeeding Generations, as the great anniversary Festival. It ought to be
commemorated, as the Day of Deliverance by solemn Acts of Devotion to God
Almighty. It ought to be solemnized with Pomp and Parade . . .”
According to the Congressional Record, on July 4, 1776, Benjamin Harrison
of Charles City County, Virginia, “delivered to congress a final reading of the
document which was unanimously agreed upon.”
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The document, of course, is the Declaration of Independence.
To this day it remains the only seminal document of any nation on Earth
to pay homage to God Almighty.
No founding document for any other nation reflects on “the laws of nature
and of nature’s God.”
No other proclamation declares all people “are created equal” and
“endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
No other national manuscript appeals “to the Supreme Judge of the world
for the rectitude of our intentions ...”
No other national manuscript places the fate of its signers in the hands of
God with a prayer like this: “For the support of this Declaration, with a firm
reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each
other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.”
Those prayers and pledges were ratified in the U.S. Constitution on Sept. 17,
1787, and the Bill of Rights on Dec. 19, 1791.
Today, in the midst of an insurrection against our Declaration of Independence and our Constitution, “We the People” must elect a Congress willing to
sacrifice “selfish” for “selfless.”
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Allen West titled “Protecting Democracy From the Democrats”
was posted at townhall.com on July 5, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
Let me first begin by stating that America is not a democracy; it is a constitutional republic.
Matter of fact, in Article IV, Section 4 of our Constitution, known as the
“Guarantee Clause,” the federal government is supposed to guarantee to
every State in the Union a “Republican form of government.”
Now, that does not mean a Republican party, but rather the form of governance associated with that of a Republic. As you recall, Benjamin Franklin
when asked what form of government the founders created, replied “a republic, if you can keep it.”
Our Republic is grounded in our rule of law, the Constitution, and individual
rights, freedoms, and liberties. The mechanism by which we sustain this
longest running constitutional republic the world has ever known is through
democratic principles and institutions, but America is not a democracy.
That is not what our founding fathers wanted for this nation. A pure democracy lends itself to a mobocracy of majority dominance, where one group
seeks to impose its totalitarian will upon another.
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No, here in our American republic we utilize representative democracy whereby the people elect those who will be their voice, abide by the rule of law and
honor the institutions of our republican form of governance.
But what happens when a certain group decides to assail those very democratic institutions?
I remember when then President Barack Obama stood before the Members
of Congress, House and Senate during a State of the Union address and
derided the Supreme Court, right before them. Perhaps you remember
Justice Alito being caught on camera mouthing his dissent.
It was the same Obama who stood, again during a State of the Union
address, and declared to the legislative branch of the United States of
America that “I have a pen and a phone.” Threatening to take unilateral executive action to do what was not getting done legislatively.
And the amazing thing was that the Democrat side of the aisle stood and
clapped, even cheered. They were praising a violation of one of our fundamental institutions of our democracy, the separation of powers along with
checks and balances among the three branches of government. In essence,
they were clapping themselves out of a job and abdicating their constitutional duties and responsibilities.
We continue to hear the progressive socialist left, aka the Democrat Party,
speak about attacks on our democracy. The truth is that we must protect
democracy from the Democrat Party.
Just last week, the current occupant of the Oval Office, Joe Biden, went on a
tirade against a coequal branch of the government, the judiciary. On an international stage he referred to their decision on the Dobbs case addressing Roe
v. Wade as “outrageous behavior.”
Of course, the SCOTUS was doing their proper constitutional duty in interpreting law and assessing a previous court decision. We do not have a “courtstitution” in America. We have a constitution.
And now we have the left in America seeking to pack the highest court in the
land with their judicial activists...known as court packing. This is something
that was proposed by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a Democrat.
The left and President Biden are now talking about ending the filibuster so
they can pass through their ideological agenda in the US Senate with no
opposition. This goes against the established rules and procedures of the US
Senate, and basically relegates it to being a smaller version of the US House
of Representatives, where it only takes a simple majority.
The left, if you have not heard, does not like the fact that we have this thing called
the Electoral College—another one of our institutions of representative democracy
that precludes certain states from dominating our national electoral process.
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The left has created the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact in order to
undermine the Electoral College and revert to a popular vote basis for electing a president, meaning California and New York will dominate and determine and the voices of smaller rural states will be lost.
The founders created the Electoral College precisely to prevent this.
As well, under the guise of voting rights, the left wants to nationalize our
elections and remove any power from the states, violating that pesky ideal,
fundamental concept, called federalism.
Let us not forget that it was Barack Obama who stated in Columbia, Missouri,
that we were “five days away from fundamentally transforming the United
States of America.”
Unless you are blind, deaf, and oblivious to the truth before you, it is obvious
he referred to creating a progressive, socialist, leftist, Marxist America.
There is no debate as to who is the real threat to our representative democracy. The left in America wants no political or ideological opposition, and our
Constitution along with our democratic institutions stand in their way of totalitarian, tyrannical control.
If we choose to protect democracy and our constitutional republic, then we
must choose to support and defend our institutions and documents. We just
celebrated our 246th anniversary as a nation, yet the left wants us to believe
that America was founded in 1619.
When former members of the Reagan administration created the American Constitutional Rights Union they had an idea that this day would come, and here it is.
I always thought it funny that East Germany was called DDR (Deutschland
Democratic Republic), or North Korea is the DPRK (Democratic Peoples
Republic of Korea), even the former Soviet Union was called the USSR (Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics). Leftists are REALLY good at manipulating language, all to the detriment of free people.
Remember the prescient words of Scottish political philosopher, Alexander
Fraser Tytler from the 18th century: ”A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of government. It can only exist until the voters discover that they
can vote themselves largesse from the public treasury. From that moment
on, the majority always votes for the candidates promising the most benefits
from the public treasury with the result that a democracy always collapses
over loose fiscal policy, always followed by a dictatorship. The average age
of the world’s greatest civilizations has been 200 years. These nations have
progressed through this sequence: From bondage to spiritual faith; From
spiritual faith to great courage; From courage to liberty; From liberty to
abundance; From abundance to selfishness; From selfishness to apathy;
From apathy to dependence; From dependence back into bondage.”
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Where do you think we are in this cycle? America is a constitutional Republic
. . . if we can keep it.
Steadfast and Loyal.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Michelle Malkin titled “America, the Globalist Grift” was posted
at cnsnews.com on July 6, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
I hate to snuff out any post-Independence Day fervor that you still might be enjoying. Oh, well. “Wet Blanket” is my middle name. All the annual Old Glory-waving rituals and public displays of patriotic affection can’t change this bitter fact:
Our once-sovereign nation has become nothing more than a morbidly obese cash
cow for what the Biden administration now openly calls the “liberal world order.”
Higher gas prices are just the tip of the sacrifice iceberg. It’s our posterity
paying the globalist pipers. In the new “liberal world order” (which is really
just the same old Bush family “New World Order” of more than three decades
ago), homegrown children’s needs are subjugated to the hopes and dreams
of the children of the rest of the world.
Stick with me and follow an open-borders bouncing ball that demonstrates
how multinational elites exploit America Last—with the brazen complicity of
our own U.S. government, nonprofits and corporations. As always, we must
follow the money to find the truth.
Let’s dig deeper behind this headline: “Former American Hebrew Academy
will house unaccompanied immigrant children.”
According to WFMY-TV news in Greensboro, North Carolina, a failed international school venture called the American Hebrew Academy entered into a
lucrative five-year lease agreement this week with the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services’ Office of Refugee Resettlement.
The plan will turn AHA’s sprawling campus into a tax-subsidized shelter for
illegal alien youth. The “unaccompanied children” will be shipped from Mexico
starting this month and will be treated to a comprehensive array of benefits
exclusively showered on the offspring of southern border violators.
I exposed the HHS/ORR kiddie catch-and-release racket in my 2019 book,
“Open Borders Inc.”
Thanks to a liberal Bill Clinton-appointed judge in Southern California and
convoluted class-action litigation dating back to 1997 on behalf of illegals
spearheaded by the American Civil Liberties Union, the feds created new
rights and standards for illegal alien minor shelter care.
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Clinton immigration bureaucrats agreed to provide food, clothing, personal
grooming items, medical and dental care, family planning, “at least one hour
a day of large muscle activity,” “structured leisure time activities,” psychotherapy and lawyers. Lots of lawyers.
HHS now operates a network of 100 state-licensed shelters in 17 states and
has provided care to a whopping total of over 340,000 illegal alien children.
(For perspective: That’s a population roughly equivalent to the city of
Anaheim, California, or Aurora, Colorado.)
In 2017, the budget was $1.4 billion. In 2022, the Biden administration has
requested an astronomical $3.2 billion in funding for the program.
Fun fact: The Biden administration rerouted $2 billion in covid-19 funds for
Americans to the illegal alien youth housing boondoggle.
Those tax funds will subsidize a panoply of for-profit and nonprofit ventures
serving foreigners’ children on American soil, which in turn provides bottomless inducements for countless hundreds of thousands of other families
around the world to fork over coyote fees to send even more unaccompanied
minors across our borders, who then move into the HHS/ORR facilities, which
are served by nearly 50 other organizations at a cost of over $34,000 per
child, according to the Capital Research Center.
So while you’re worrying about formula, diaper and food shortages for your
own kiddos, rest assured: Open Borders, Inc. is hard at work spending your
money on everyone else’s babies, toddlers and teens.
Let us peer further into the defunct “American Hebrew Academy,” which is
now reinventing itself as part of the Biden leasing scheme as the “Greensboro
Piedmont Academy Influx Care Facility for UC (unaccompanied minors)” and
the “Greensboro Global Academy.”
The AHA was in a “financial death spiral” for years after its profligate founder
and aviation reinsurance mogul, Maurice Sabbah, threw $100 million down a
black hole pursuing his dream of building a world-renowned boarding school
in 2001 that he envisioned as “an international destination in elite Jewish
education,” according to The Forward.
But that year, an arbitration panel ruled that Sabbah’s aviation reinsurance
business had committed fraud and “willful and deliberate misconduct” by
skimming off hundreds of millions of dollars for its founders, leaving Japanese
insurance companies high and dry when 9/11 happened; the decision yielded a $400 million settlement. The ripped-off companies then sued and settled with AHA to recoup purloined funds.
The operators of the academy tried to salvage the 100-acre campus—replete
with an $18 million athletic field, 22-acre lake, 16 dorms, 34 staff resident
apartments, natatorium, climbing walls and high-tech gadgetry in every classroom—by rebranding as an “international school” targeting Middle Eastern
and Asian students.
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The goal: bringing “globalization” to Greensboro.
The “American Hebrew Academy” turned to a “private” education company
called Puxin in communist China for a $26 million loan in 2019 for help.
In May 2022, the New York Stock Exchange moved to suspend trading in
Puxin and delist it amid longstanding allegations of fraud. As Judicial Watch
notes, “the money HHS is paying in rent will likely be used to pay back the
Chinese company.”
God bless America? God help us from the globalist grifters making bank off
whatever is still left of this country, if that is what you call it.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Jeffrey Barke M.D. titled “Follow the Covid Money” was posted
at americanthinker.com on July 7, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
If the covid-19 vaccines have been a disappointment from a public health
standpoint in stopping the continuing spread of new variants of the disease,
why is Big Pharma as well as its government allies in the FDA, CDC, and NIH
still pushing them?
As Deep Throat whispered to Bob Woodward during the Watergate scandal
(“Follow the money”), so, too, the American public should be demanding the
same of its political leaders: Follow the covid money to determine why we
continue to spend a fortune on something that seems to have only a relatively limited benefit.
But our elected officials are embarrassingly quiet on answering the basic
question of who exactly is benefiting from the constant rounds of shots being
foisted on or recommended to the American public?
Maybe the silence comes from the fact that the pharmaceutical
industry spends more on lobbying than any other industry group.
In 2020 big pharma spent over $300 million lobbying officeholders and government officials. It clearly pays off.
The research to develop the covid-19 vaccines was nearly all funded by
taxpayers.
The distribution of the vaccines, once developed, was further funded nearly entirely by taxpayers.
The record-keeping and reporting on the vaccines is also at the expense
of taxpayers.
The new repurposed Pfizer drug Paxlovid, used to treat covid, has been
paid for by taxpayers.
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If the vaccinations are proving to be ineffective in stopping the march of the
disease, are they really worth what the federal government is paying the
pharmaceutical industry to manufacture, distribute, and administer them?
Is the public being played for suckers by a cabal of industry giants and their
friends in the medical bureaucracies?
Just consider a few facts.
The pharmaceutical industry is said to spend $5.2 billion annually on television advertising aimed primarily at the consumer.
It poured another $9.53 billion into digital advertising aimed at consumers
and industry in 2020.
This total of nearly $15 billion spent by Big Pharma on advertising is more
than twice what is spent on new cancer drug research.
In fact, nine out of 10 of the largest pharmaceutical companies in America
spend more on advertising than on research and development.
But there is more.
The U.S. government is pushing covid-19 jabs harder than the companies
would ever likely choose to do on their own.
This might be the reason: Almost half of the funding that supports the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration comes from the very industries it is mandated
to oversee.
CDC funding is similar. But it also receives large grants for covid research
from the Bloomberg Family Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation.
By contrast, money given by the private sector to the NIH is mostly hidden from the public. More troubling is the fact that the NIH allows its publicly-employed researchers to receive royalty payments from governmentfunded activities that result in private company income.
Present and former NIH researchers received annual royalty payments averaging $9,700 in addition to their taxpayer-funded, biweekly paychecks. Some
have been reported to receive as much as $150,000 in annual royalty rewards!
With the government pouring huge amounts of money on the pharmaceutical houses to develop an anti-covid vaccine, no wonder information about all
of the early treatment protocols developed by private-sector doctors working
on their own was suppressed by the CDC and shunned by the FDA.
Even more depressing was the fact that the media went along with this suppression of free speech and information. Social media companies, for their
part, routinely banned and deplatformed any physician speaking contrary to
the federal government’s accepted bureaucratic narrative. Why?
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Do you think the big social media companies might also have profited from
the direct-to-consumer advertising of the government-funded products in the
same way as traditional media?
Do you know a lot of cases where the hand that feeds it is bitten?
This isn’t speculation, it’s big money.
Consider: Pfizer expects $32 billion in covid vaccine sales in 2022.
Moderna is forecasting $19 billion in covid sales with the vaccine being
its only current commercial product.
Moderna had never produced a vaccine before it developed its covid shots.
Pfizer, BioNTech, and Moderna are reported to be making $1,000 in profit
every second of every business day
Big pharmacy chains are also participating in this government largess as well.
The big chains earn “ . . . roughly $40 per shot” from the federal government.
Since the government provides the pharmacy chains with the vaccines and
Paxlovid for free, almost all their charge for administering the shots or dispensing the drug is profit.
There have been at least nine new billionaires created in the vaccine world
as a result of covid-19.
No one has counted the new millionaires in covid-19’s wake.
Is there any wonder that the Pfizer CEO would offer the thought that
an annual covid-19 vaccine booster is almost a certainty? And so would his
annual multiple million-dollar bonuses for bringing in this kind of business.
But we can reverse all this. A congressional investigation must be launched
to shine light on what this crony capitalism is doing to American taxpayers
and their health system.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by (black journalist) Will Alexander titled “Uncle Tom Label Is
Rhetorical ‘Bone-Pointing’ for Political Rats” was posted at townhall.com on
July 5, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
You can learn a lot from watching rats.
Wild rats capable of swimming 90 or more hours will die in minutes if they’re
terrified before plunging into water, Dr. Harold G. Wolff, a pioneer of psychosomatic illness, once wrote.
When male wild rats were introduced into established rat colonies, most of
the interloping rats died within hours after the resident rats viciously attacked
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them. The rats died, not from their injuries, but from a deep sense of despair
after being “cancelled.”
“The fact that the interlopers were excluded from the group seemed to make
them more vulnerable,” Wolff wrote in his essay The Mind-Body Relationship
(1961). For humans, “ . . . bone-pointing, hexing, and excommunication of
transgressors of tribal mores may shorten life if not immediately kill a man.”
A well-known example of bone-pointing is the kurdaitcha man, a kind of
shaman who is given the power to punish the guilty in certain Aboriginal
groups in Central Australia.
When the shaman points a bone at the guilty, they’re expected to die. And
most do. Deeply believing they’ve been cursed by some outside force, victims become listless, deny themselves food and water, and die within days.
Death, say doctors, is psychosomatic and self-willed, caused mostly by an
extreme emotional response to fear.
In America, cancel culture, tyrannical group pressure, criminalizing political
differences, and ostracizing black conservatives as “Uncle Toms” has become
a type of social and political bone-pointing.
With no regard for truth or facts, backward “shamans” point the bone willy-nilly at
those who dare to differ with the deeply flawed political superstitions of the group.
The pointing is not designed to honestly debate issues but to kill opposition,
kill reputations, kill relationships, and kill independent thinking. Political
bone-pointing is rat-like behavior that uses group exclusion and irrational
fear to exploit a person’s primal need for a sense of belonging.
Nowhere has it been so destructive for so long than inside established
colonies within the black political class who viciously attack black conservatives as “sellouts,” “coons,” “Oreos” and “Uncle Toms.”
If you disagree with the groups’ basic political philosophy—mainly that big
government is the cure for the exaggerated impacts of slavery and Jim
Crow—you are sentenced to political death. Your “lived experience” doesn’t
matter. Your excruciating journey to the top of your profession from nothing
doesn’t matter. Your color doesn’t matter.
Commit the cardinal sin of thinking differently and you’re an interloper, a racial
Benedict Arnold, and a hater of your own race. For many blacks, the primal fear
of racial exclusion is extreme. Magnitudes worse that being called the n-word.
It’s likely the reason why it’s much easier for the world’s richest black woman,
Oprah Winfrey, and twice-elected world’s most powerful man, Barack Obama,
to just toe the racial line. Borrowing Shelby Steele’s view on white guilt, they
harbor black guilt. Not that they’re guilty of anything, but they are in terror
of being labeled as an Uncle Tom, a stigma that carries real costs.
No black conservative in modern history has been more pointed to as America’s archetypal Uncle Tom than Justice Clarence Thomas.
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Since the historic Dobbs decision overturning Roe v. Wade, a pack of black
politicians and celebrities mindlessly excoriated the decision with an extra
dose of pent-up venom for Thomas’s dissent. None was louder than Samuel
Leroy Jackson, a reliable shaman of drive-by bone-pointing.
“How’s Uncle Clarence feeling about Overturning Loving v. Virginia??!!” Jackson
tweeted, referring to the high court’s decision to legalize interracial marriage.
Just like that, Jackson defamed Thomas as an Uncle Tom in a nine-word tweet
that went viral, about an articulate, painstakingly thought-through dissent
that the actor, more than likely, never read. Jackson, by his own admission,
is not big on the details of politics but is inarticulately vulgar when talking
about the headlines.
“I voted for Barack because he was black,” he told Ebony magazine. “‘Cuz
that’s why other folks vote for other people—because they look like them.
. . . [Obama’s] message didn’t mean sh*t to me.”
On his tweets against Trump to Esquire magazine: “This motherfu@ker is like
ruining the planet and all kinds of other crazy sh*t,” he said. ”And the people think that’s okay. It’s not fu@king okay . . . And I wouldn’t give a fu@k
if I was a garbageman and I had a Twitter account; I’d tweet that sh*t out.
I’m not thinking about who I am and what my job is when I do that sh*t.”
In a political sense, Jackson is a garbageman. The curse-laden incantations
he regurgitates is pure garbage based on fiction. It’s hard to believe that
Jackson and so many others who so recklessly defame great black conservatives as Uncle Toms, have ever even read Harriet Beecher Stowe’s book, Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, in the running for the most influential book in American history.
Stowe was the “little woman who wrote the book that made this great (Civil)
war,” as Lincoln described her. The novel—banned in the South and second
in sales only to the Bible—sold 10,000 copies in a week after it was published,
300,000 in a year, and 1.5 million copies in one year in Great Britain.
To bottom-line it, Chapter 40 of the book captures the real Uncle Tom character
that Stowe created. He was a devout Christian. Samuel L. Jackson and other
bone-pointers could be archetypes of another character she created for the story—
Sambo, a vicious black slave who Simon Legree, Tom’s ruthlessly evil master
appointed as assistant overseer of his slaves. Sambo hated Tom with a passion.
When Legree learned that Tom helped his slaves to escape, he threatened to
kill him unless he divulged the details of their whereabouts.
“But he [Uncle Tom] felt strong in God to meet death, rather than betray the
helpless,” Stowe wrote. ”The savage words [of Legree] none of them reached
that ear!—a higher voice there was saying, ‘Fear not them that kill the body,
and, after that, have no more that they can do.’”
At jeopardy of his life, Tom never betrayed the slaves. “Do the worst you
can,” he told Legree, “my troubles will be over soon; but if ye don’t repent,
yours won’t never end!”
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Foaming with rage, Legree knocked Tom to the ground, then he ordered two
slaves to beat him to death. Without an ounce of the integrity of Tom, the
slaves obeyed their master. One of those slaves was Sambo.
If the Clarence Thomases, Larry Elders, Candance Owens and other black
conservatives must be caricatured as the archetypes of Uncle Tom in a world
where big government is the new slave master, then their hate-filled critics
are archetypes of Sambo.
As Uncle Tom portrayed, even in slavery, men are not rats. “Man is capable
of enduring incredible burdens,” Wolff wrote, “when he has self-esteem,
hope, purpose and belief in his fellows.”
Something that rats—especially political ones—never seem to learn.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by (black journalist) Jason Whitlock titled “Say It Loud: ‘Rev’ Al
Sharpton Is the Black Jim Jones, Marxist and Proud” was posted at theblaze.
com on June 30, 2022. Following are excerpts of the article.
__________
Al Sharpton has spent much of the past week attacking the pro-life movement and the Supreme Court for overturning Roe v. Wade. During an appearance on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe,” Sharpton claimed that the pro-life movement has hijacked the Bible.
“Real Christians that really study the bible ought to be incensed,” Sharpton
told Joe Scarbrough. “I’ve been a preacher since I was a little boy. I am
incensed and insulted that they have hijacked the Bible and Jesus to distort
and misquote—well, it’s not even a misquote—create quotes that are not
there to justify a right-wing kind of ideology that would take away the rights
of women and then scheduled to take other people’s rights. And what is
strange to me, Joe, they can see scripture that is not there about abortion.
But they couldn’t see love your neighbor when it came down to putting things
through that would help the poor and help the needy.”
Al Sharpton is not a minister. He’s a disciple of politics disguised as a disciple
of God. His role is to bait religious people, particularly black religious people,
into abandoning their faith, values, and principles for political power.
For people of faith, abortion is not a political issue. It’s a moral one, a spiritual one. It’s about the value of human life and where that life begins. The
Bible, in numerous passages and verses, makes it clear that life begins in the
womb and that a mother’s womb is sacred.
I don’t have a problem with non-religious people arguing for abortion. They
believe the Bible is fiction. They don’t pretend to have a biblical worldview.
My problem is with people like Sharpton who espouse and promote secular
values while professing a deep respect for and allegiance to biblical values.
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Sharpton should quit calling himself a minister or a reverend. He should
renounce his faith. He’s an entertainer, a performer, and a con artist.
Before fully committing himself to working as a knockoff Jesse Jackson,
Sharpton was the Godfather of Soul’s tour manager and enabler for eight
years. James Brown raised Al Sharpton.
Brown used his money and fame to satiate his illicit taste for women and
drugs. Say it loud: James Brown was violent, high, and vile. He dodged rape
and domestic violence allegations. He married four times. Sharpton witnessed Brown’s immorality and saw a father figure.
Sharpton said: “What I do functionally is what Dr. King, Reverend Jackson,
and the movement are all about; but I learned manhood from James Brown.
I always say James Brown taught me how to be a man.”
Mystery solved.
The pro-life movement hijacked the Bible and Jesus? Really?
Sharpton did that. He helped convince a large number of Christians that our
duty is to ease the consequences of biblical disobedience rather than to teach
the poor and needy the benefits of biblical obedience.
Sharpton promotes the secular view of charity—an organization set up to provide help and raise money for those in need. For believers, charity simply means
love. The greatest form of biblical love is discipling men and women in the ways
of Jesus Christ and witnessing how those ways transform the person. Christians
believe love transforms. Non-religious people believe money transforms.
That’s why as soon as the Supreme Court overturned Roe, the left immediately
began agitating for the government to finance more programs for single mothers.
Sharpton claims to be a minister. He should be agitating for a decrease in single motherhood and promiscuous and irresponsible sex, with an increase in
marriage and responsible sex.
But the man who taught Sharpton to be a man did not respect marriage or responsible sex. Sharpton is a man of the world, teaching secular solutions to spiritual
problems. The secular world believes man has made a pill to solve every problem.
If you eat too much, take this pill to control your blood sugar. If you can’t resist
unprotected sex, take this pill to abort the baby. If you ignored your schoolwork
and can’t land a high-paying job, blame racism, sexism, or homophobia.
Whatever problem afflicts you, look to the government to fix it. Never look at
the man or woman in the mirror. Never adopt the mindset and values spelled
out in the Bible.
Al Sharpton distorts biblical truth for 20 pieces of silver from the Democratic
Party. He’s never really hidden this. He began promoting same-sex marriage
in 2004 when he ran for president. He paved the road for Barack Obama to
come out of the closet and disavow a biblical worldview.
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Sharpton’s job is to lead black people to hell and assuage the guilt of white
liberals. He’s worse than Jim Jones, the 1970s minister turned cult leader who
seduced primarily black followers into Marxism and mass suicide.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by (black journalist) Jason Whitlock titled “Highland Park Massacre
a Reminder That Only God Can Resurrect America” was posted at theblaze.
com on July 5, 2022. Following are excerpts of the article.
__________
It feels like America died yesterday. Dead on the Fourth of July.
That’s how it felt Monday when I learned a gunman killed six and injured at least
three dozen more during an Independence Day parade in Highland Park, Illinois.
What was born on the Fourth of July—a system of governance predicated on
the belief that all men are created equal and endowed by their creator with
unalienable rights—died on the Fourth of July. For 246 years, that belief united the states of America. That belief is gone now. It’s been eradicated from
the minds of too many Americans for this country to remain whole.
The United States of America has been balkanized, polarized, and demonized to the
point that we can no longer joyfully and unapologetically celebrate our birthday.
The New York Times, the nation’s alleged newspaper of record, claims the real
founding of this country was in 1619 and the real motivation was slavery, not
freedom. ESPN, the worldwide leader in sports, published a piece Monday denigrating the Fourth and arguing that a three-hour riot at the Capitol, the overturning of Roe v. Wade, the demise of Colin Kaepernick’s NFL career, Jack Del
Rio calling January 6 a “dust-up,” and Justice Clarence Thomas’ objection to
same-sex marriage prove America’s irreparable wickedness.
Half the country sees the American flag as a symbol of oppression and pride
as a virtue.
We’re dead. Dead on the Fourth of July.
Robert Crimo, a 22-year-old kid arrested for the Highland Park shooting,
allegedly ended what 46-year-old Crispus Attucks started on March 5, 1770.
Accurate historians won’t credit Crimo with America’s death. The autopsy will
show that the greatest experiment in human history succumbed to the cancer of cultural rot and the rejection of biblical truth.
Highland Park, Uvalde, Waukesha, the summer of George Floyd riots, the
covid lockdowns, the family-friendly drag queen grooming, the New York
Times 1619 Project, Trump derangement, critical race theory, and the vilification of law enforcement are all byproducts of the cultural decay.
Those of you hoping midterm elections will save this country will be greatly
disappointed. Politics cannot fix what’s wrong with America. There are no
political solutions to spiritual problems.
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America is in need of a resurrection, a miracle, a spiritual rebirth.
Our current culture will continue to manufacture Robert Crimos the same way
factory assembly lines produce SUVs. American culture is narcissistic by any
means necessary and views the right to kill as fundamental to freedom.
The alleged killer Crimo sought attention and worth through the celebration
of death. Like the Waukesha alleged mass murderer, Darrell Brooks, Crimo
fashioned himself a rapper. Using the name “Awake,” Crimo rapped inside a
classroom and insinuated he might one day shoot schoolchildren. YouTube
has taken down his content.
Why?
Crimo’s rap content is no different, no more demonic, than the standard commercialized and celebrated rap music. A rapper in Florida, YNW Melly, sits in jail today
waiting to be tried this summer for two cases of premeditated murder. Melly’s
most popular song, which has more than 500 million views on YouTube, is “Murder
on My Mind.” It’s every bit as wicked and demented as Crimo’s rap content.
Crimo and Melly simply mimic the content of rap music’s biggest stars. Watch
Dr. Dre and Ice Cube’s “Natural Born Killaz” video. Watch Snoop Dogg’s
“Murder Was the Case.” It’s an ode celebrating the deal Snoop cut with Satan.
Watch 50 Cent’s “Many Men.” It celebrates a revenge killing.
American culture is sick and depraved.
Educators are fighting for the right to talk with 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds about sexuality and gender. An adult talking about sex with kids was considered perversion
in my childhood. Now we’re bringing drag queens into schools and libraries to
teach kids to read. The people who object to this perversion are deemed villains.
The rejection of religious faith has empowered a culture of fear. We shut down
the country because of covid, a bad version of the flu. We denied kids an education because of covid. We forced kids to wear masks and avoid interaction
because of fear of covid. We stole two years of their childhood out of fear.
American culture is sick and depraved.
Elle Duncan, an ESPN broadcaster, released a video encouraging so-called “girl
dads” to fight for abortion rights. She argued that women’s freedom is directly related to their access to abortion. Modern American culture is obsessed with
murder. It’s reflected in our music, our TV shows, our perception of freedom.
We have rejected God’s natural order.
This nation’s founding documents were based on God’s natural order. This
country was built for families. Family is at the center of a biblical worldview.
The Founding Fathers could not predict that this country would abandon
God’s prescribed family structure—man, woman, and children. How could
they see that future?
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In the 1700s, family was essential to survival. Men and women absolutely
needed each other for survival. We still do. But we’ve convinced ourselves
that we don’t. Technological advances have fooled us into believing that families are luxury items.
Before the industrial revolution, when most work was backbreaking and hunting and farming were necessary for eating, women believed men were necessary and a force for good. The laws and customs established during that
time frame reflected man’s essentialness to survival and woman’s essentialness to reproduction.
Two hundred years later, we look back and call those men and women unenlightened. Were they? I’m not so sure.
As it relates to family, we’re far more unenlightened than the founders. We
don’t believe in family. We think it’s optional and unimportant. We think
there’s no penalty for killing a child in the womb or walking away from a marriage when things turn difficult.
We think the Second Amendment, which grants us the ability to protect our
rights, is destroying America. The destruction of family and the abandonment
of God are destroying America.
The attack on God, family, and guns killed America.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that
involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines
give the essence of the story.
__________
Nations condemn U.S. pro-life stance
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Adam Shaw titled “Macron
Criticizes Supreme Court Ruling Despite France’s Strict Abortion Limits” was
posted at foxnews.com on June 25, 2022.
A Reuters article by Sonali Paul and Stefica Nicol titled “Australians Rally
Against U.S. Overturning of Key Abortion Ruling” was posted at reuters.com
on July 2, 2022.
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “European Union Votes to Condemn
Supreme Court Overturning Roe vs. Wade” was posted at townhall.com on
July 8, 2022.
Comments about pro-life
An article by Michael Reagan titled “After Roe, There’s No Time to Party”
was posted at townhall.com on July 2, 2022.
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An article by Caroline Vakil titled “10-Year-Old Girl Denied Abortion in
Ohio” was posted at thehill.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Jordan Dixon-Hamilton titled “Texas Supreme Court Allows
Abortion Ban to Go Into Effect” was posted at breitbart.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Dillon Burroughs titled “Mississippi Governor [Tate Reeves]
Says Doctors in His State Will Lose Their Medical License for Prescribing
Abortion Pills” was posted at dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Madeline Leesman titled “A Win for Life: A Major Abortion Provider
to Close All Clinics in Texas” was posted at townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
Protecting SCOTUS justices
An article by Sarah Arnold titled “Supreme Court Marshal Calls on Officials
to Enforce Laws Banning Protests Outside Justices’ Homes” was posted at
townhall.com on July 2, 2022.
Leftists tell large lies
An article by Kristine Parks titled “After Dobbs, MSNBC Legal Analyst
[Glenn Kirschner] Predicts Privacy Will Be ‘Abolished’—Desegregation Next”
was posted at foxnews.com on July 4, 2022.
Comments about pro-abortion
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Joe Biden’s 4th of July Weekend
Priorities: Meeting With Democratic Governors to Promote Abortion” was
posted at townhall.com on July 1, 2022.
An article by Cami Mondeaux titled “Google to Delete Location History Data
for Users Who Visit Abortion Clinics” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com
on July 1, 2022.
An article by Ryan King titled “Nailing Her Colors: AOC Appears to
Compare Getting Her Nails Done to Abortions After Roe Reversal” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “ ‘I Eat No for Breakfast’—Kamala
Harris Defends Abortion Rights as Fundamentally American in Interview With
‘Lightyear’ Star Keke Palmer” was posted at breitbart.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Susan Jones titled “VP Harris Identifies Most ‘Critical’ Issue as
‘Anything That Affects Children’ [Says a Politician Who Aggressively Supports
the Killing of the Unborn]” was posted at cnsnews.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Lathan Watts titled “White House Proves It Is Pro-Abortion,
Not Pro-Woman” was posted at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by John Nolte titled “Biden Administration Flies Illegal Alien Minors
Out of Texas for Abortions” was posted at breitbart.com on July 7, 2022.
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Did you catch the irony?
Looking back to June 2022, an article by John Nolte titled “Pro-Abortion
Democrats Riot in Democrat-Run Cities—LOL” was posted at breitbart.com on
June 25, 2022.
Comments about pro-abortion and celebrities
An article by Hank Berrien titled “ ‘POS Human Being’: Mark Hamill Mocks
Pro-Lifers With Joker Tweet; They Pummel Him” was posted at dailywire.com
on July 4, 2022.
An article by Caitlyn Becker titled “Kim Kardashian and Katy Perry Lead the
Celebrities ‘Canceling’ Fourth of July ‘Due to a Shortage of Independence’ After
Roe vs. Wade Was Overturned” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “[Comedian Samantha] Bee Calls for
People to ‘Raise Hell’ Over Abortion, Confront Alito in Public ‘For the Rest of
His Life’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
Attacks on churches and pregnancy centers escalate
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Elizabeth Warren Declares War on Crisis
Pregnancy Centers” was posted at townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
Admitting that “abortion involves killing”
An article by Matt Vespa titled “Feminist Writer [Sophie Lewis] Finally Says
the Quiet Part Out Loud Regarding Abortion [‘Abortion Involves Killing—and
That’s Okay’]” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022.
An article by Sophie Lewis titled “Abortion Involves Killing—and That’s
Okay” was posted at thenation.com on June 22, 2022.
Is SCOTUS decision helping Democrats?
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Can the Democrats Depend on
Abortion to Win the Midterms?” was posted at townhall.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Elena Schneider titled “Abortion Fight Strains Democratic Alliance With Gen Z” was posted at politico.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “Report: Democrats’ Post-Roe
Strategy Is Flopping With Voters” was posted at breitbart.com on July 7, 2022.
An article by Neil Patel titled “The Democratic Party Is Cracking Up, but
Republicans Seem Incapable of Taking Advantage” was posted at
townhall.com on July 8, 2022.
Comments about Clarence Thomas
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Liberal Media Star [Rex Chapman] Goes
on Insane Rant About Clarence Thomas’ Blackness” was posted at townhall.com on July 1, 2022.
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SCOTUS rulings—Democrats want to pack the court
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Matt Vespa titled “Ocasio-Cortez:
We Need to Pack the Court Because There’s No Checks and Balances
[Showing Her Ignorance About the Separation of Powers]” was posted at
townhall.com on June 24, 2022.
An article by [Tennessee College Law Professor] Glenn Harlan Reynolds
titled “Expand the Supreme Court—by a Lot” was posted at newsweek.com
on July 4, 2022.
An article by Oliver Dunford titled “Court-Packing Is a Terrible Idea; FDR
Proved It” was posted at pacificlegal.org on July 7, 2022.
SCOTUS rulings—Democrats want to change filibuster
An article by Morgan Phillips, Elizabeth Elkind and Rob Crilly titled
“Democratic Senators Manchin and Sinema Won’t Back Changing Filibuster to
Codify Abortion: Biden’s Plan to Protect Roe in Congress Looks Dead in the
Water After Criticizing ‘Outrageous’ and ‘Destabilizing’ Supreme Court” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 30, 2022.
An article by Pam Key titled “Dem. Rep. [Mondaire] Jones: If Democrats
Get Two More Senate Seats, We’re Ditching Filibuster to Pass Gun Control”
was posted at breitbart.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “Bernie Sanders: ‘End the Filibuster, Codify Roe
vs. Wade, and Make Abortion Safe and Legal’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com
on July 6, 2022.
Comments about gun control
An article by Margot Cleveland titled “New York Effectively Nullifies the
Supreme Court’s Latest Pro-Second Amendment Decision” was posted at
thefederalist.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Awr Hawkins titled “Gabby Giffords’ Gun Control Group
[Called ‘Giffords’] Spending $10 Million to Win Congressional Seats in Six
States [Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Pennsylvania, Texas and Wisconsin]” was
posted at breitbart.com on July 6, 2022.
Ignorance or deception?
An article by Jonathan Emord titled “Leftists Like Biden [No Private Person
Lawfully Owned a Cannon at the Time of Ratification in 1791] and Hochul
[The Only Weapons at That Time Were Muskets] Get History So Wrong,
Intentionally” was posted at townhall.com on June 25, 2022.
Hollywood’s role in school shootings
An article by Giulia Carbonaro titled “Critics Bash Matthew McConaughey for
Glorifying Gun Use in Movies” was posted at newsweek.com on June 8, 2022.
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An article by Pam Key titled “[Bill] Maher: Hollywood’s ‘Unbridled Romanticization of Gun Violence’ Influencing Mass Shooters” was posted at breitbart.com on June 11, 2022.
Comments about free speech
An article by Caroline Vakil titled “[California Governor Gavin] Newsom
Joins Trump’s Truth Social to Call Out ‘Republican Lies’ ” was posted at thehill.com on June 16, 2022.
Comments about government and corporate snooping
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Dominic Sandbrook titled “The Spies
That Are Posing as Your Servants: Cars That Track Your Movements, Gadgets
That Can Tell Your Mood From How You Walk, and PCs That Show Your Boss If
You’re Working—A New Book by a Top British Lawyer Warns of the Terrifying
Consequences of Tech” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on June 19, 2022.
An article by Helen Raleigh titled “Big Tech Should Ban Invasive TikTok App That
Mines Personal Data for China” was posted at thefederalist.com on July 5, 2022.
Comments about government and corporate censorship
An article by Ellie Abraham titled “Jordan Peterson Has Twitter Account
Suspended After Making Elliot Page Comment” was posted at indy100.com on
July 1, 2022.
An article by Joshua Klein titled “Dave Rubin Suspended by Twitter for Defending
Jordan Peterson’s Free Speech” was posted at breitbart.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Jamie Burton titled “Elon Musk Slams Jordan Peterson Twitter
Suspension: ‘Going Way Too Far’ ” was posted at newsweek.com on July 6, 2022.
Comments about SCOTUS and EPA
An article by Tim Meads titled “Supreme Court Rules Against EPA, Limits
Agency’s Authority to Regulate Carbon Dioxide Emissions” was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.
Comments about climate warriors
An article by Paul Driessen titled “Billionaire Climate Elites Have Their Own
Rules” was posted at townhall.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Jack Hellner titled “Biden and Mayor Pete Have Found the Solution
to Flight Delays and Cancellations [by Destroying the Fossil Fuel Industry as Fast
as They Can]” was posted at americanthinker.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Kenneth Rogoff titled “Until There’s a Viable and Investible
Path to a Green-Energy Future, Oil Shocks Will Keep Battering Our Economy
and Our Politics” was posted at marketwatch.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Christian Wade titled “New Hampshire Governor [Chris Sununu] Signs Law to Expand Use of ‘Renewable’ Gas [As an Alternative to
Burning Fossil Fuel]” was posted at justthenews.com on July 6, 2022.
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Fossil fuel—Biden’s plan from day 1
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Staff titled “[Journalist Dan]
Bongino: Destruction of U.S. Fossil Fuel Has Been Biden Administration’s ‘Energy
Suicide Plan’ Since Day 1” was posted at foxnews.com on March 12, 2022.
An article by Simon Kent titled “Joe Says No: Biden White House Blocks
New Atlantic, Pacific Oceans Drilling as Global Energy Demand Soars” was
posted at breitbart.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Tristan Justice titled “Biden’s Swamp Brings Back ‘Sue and
Settle’ to Hide Behind Courts as It Stomps Out Fossil Fuels” was posted at
thefederalist.com on July 7, 2022.
Fossil fuel—Biden blaming gas stations
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “No Longer Blaming ‘Putin’s Price Hike’
for High Gas Prices, Biden Has a New Scapegoat [Blaming Gas Stations]” was
posted at townhall.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Paul Farrell titled “ ‘Inflation Is Far Too Important to Keep
Making Statements Like This’: Jeff Bezos Blasts Biden for Trying to Blame
Gas Stations for Astronomical Prices—and Even China Mocks the President
by Claiming He ‘Now Realizes Capitalism Is Exploitation’ ” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on July 3, 2022.
An article by Sam Tabahriti titled “Jeff Bezos Says Joe Biden’s Call [for Gas
Stations] to Cut Gas Prices Is Either ‘Straight-Ahead Misdirection or a Deep
Misunderstanding of Basic Market Dynamics’ ” was posted at businessinsider.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Rachael Bunyan, Elizabeth Elkind and Paul Farrell titled “U.S.
Energy Producers Roast Biden Over Gas Prices Tweet They Suggest Is Written
by a ‘White House Intern’ Who Should ‘Register for Economy 101 for the Fall
Semester’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Stephen Neukam titled “Oil Industry Group [U.S. Oil and Gas
Association]: White House ‘Intern’ Who Posted High Gas Prices Tweet Should
Take Economics Class” was posted at thehill.com on July 5, 2022.
Fossil fuel—U.S. oil sent overseas
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Biden Is Selling America’s Reserve Oil to
Foreign Countries” was posted at townhall.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “White House Press Secretary Can’t
Explain Why America’s Emergency Oil Is Being Sent Overseas” was posted at
townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
A Reuters article by Arathy Somasekhar titled “Oil From U.S. Reserves Sent
Overseas as Gasoline Prices Stay High” was posted at reuters.com on July 6, 2022.
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An article by Craig Bannister titled “5 Million Barrels of Oil Biden Released
From Strategic Reserves in June Went to Foreign Countries, Not Americans”
was posted at cnsnews.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Top Democrat [Ro Khanna] Baffled by
Biden Sending American Reserve Oil to China” was posted at townhall.com
on July 7, 2022.
Fossil fuel—dirtier oil in other countries
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Ian Hanchett titled “GOP Rep. [Bruce]
Westerman: Biden Would Rather Go to Saudi Arabia for Dirtier Oil Instead of
Promoting U.S. Energy” was posted at breitbart.com on June 18, 2022.
Fossil fuel—restarting coal plant
An article by Peter Caddle titled “Energy Crisis: Government to Restart
Coal Plant After Power Company Tsars’ Warning” was posted at breitbart.com
on June 28, 2022.
Fossil fuel—funding in California
An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “California Legislature Passes
Newsom’s New Energy Policy That Could Allow Easier Funding for Fossil Fuels”
was posted at dailywire.com on June 30, 2022.
Comments about electric vehicles
An article by Lora Kolodny titled “Tesla Delivered 254,695 Electric Vehicles
in the Second Quarter of 2022” was posted at cnbc.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Jonathan Chadwick titled “Say Goodbye to ‘Range Anxiety’:
Scientists Develop a Lithium-Ion Battery That Can Survive Longer in Freezing
Cold and Scorching Hot Temperatures—and Could Allow Electric Cars to Travel
Further on a Single Charge” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
Inflation
An article by Yael Bizouati-Kennedy titled “23 Million California Residents
to Receive Up to $1,050 in Inflation Relief Funds” was posted at gobankingrates.com on July 5, 2022.
Finances
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “Biden Crashes America Into a Recession”
was posted at townhall.com on July 1, 2022.
An article by Terence P. Jeffrey titled “U.S. Ran $1,049,100,000 Trade
Deficit With Russia in May” was posted at cnsnews.com on July 7, 2022.
An article by Gabrielle Olya titled “Mark Cuban Says His Worst Investments
Typically Have One Thing in Common [Bad Investments Often Follow Excitement
Instead of Homework]” was posted at gobankingrates.com on July 7, 2022.
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An article by Andrea Blanco and Alyssa Guzman titled “Burger King Worker, 54,
Who Never Missed a Shift in 27 Years Is Given $370,000 in Donations [From
GoFundMe Page] After Receiving Measly ‘Goodie Bag’ [From Burger King]—but He
Has No Plans to Retire Just Yet” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 7, 2022.
An article by Geoff Earle titled “ ‘We Have More Americans Working in the
Private Sector Today Than Any Day During Trump’s Presidency’: Biden Takes
a Swipe at His Predecessor After U.S. Added 372,000 Jobs in June and Beat
Expectations” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 8, 2022.
Canceling student debt
An article by Weston Blasi titled “Mark Cuban Supports Biden Plan to
Forgive $10,000 in Student Loans: ‘It Has to Be Fixed’ ” was posted at marketwatch.com on July 5, 2022.
Illegal immigration
An article by Melanie Arter titled “Former Acting ICE Director [Tom Homan]: ‘Under President Biden, We’ve Had Over 700 Migrant Deaths on U.S.
Soil—That’s a Record’ ” was posted at cnsnews.com on July 1, 2022.
An article by Gwendolyn Sims titled “Biden: ‘I Don’t Count Drunk Driving as
a Felony’ for Illegal Immigrants” was posted at pjmedia.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Migrant Caravan Marching North Ends
Their Journey After Just Two Days—and 24 Hours Before July 4 After Mexico
Handed 3,000 Residence Permits—After UN Report Said the Border Is at Its
Deadliest in History” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 3, 2022.
An article by Aaron Kliegman titled “Biden to Allow Some Migrants With
Terrorist Ties Into Country, Raising Security Concerns” was posted at justthenews.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “Two Illegal Aliens Arrested in Alleged
Mass Shooting Plot on July 4th Celebration, Had Guns” was posted at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Truth about immigration and voting
Looking back to July 2021, an article by Julio Rosas titled “There It Is: NYT OpEd [by Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Gives the Game Away by Wanting to Let NonCitizens to Vote in U.S. Elections” was posted at townhall.com on July 29, 2021.
Looking back to July 2021, an article by Rebecca Downs titled “NYT Guest Essay
Opinion Piece [Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Claims ‘There Is No Good Reason You
Should Have to Be a Citizen to Vote’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 31, 2021.
Comments about election news
Looking back to May 2022, a video and an article by Andrew Stiles and
Thaleigha Rampersad titled “Watch: “Stacey Abrams Struggles to Explain
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Why Black Turnout Is Soaring Under ‘Jim Crow 2.0’ ” were posted at freebeacon.com on May 24, 2022.
An article by Katie Pavlich titled “DOJ Sues Arizona Over Requirement for
Citizenship to Vote” was posted at townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Brandon Drey titled “Arizona AG Brnovich Slams Biden
Administration for Fighting Citizenship Requirement for Voting” was posted at
dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Leftists angering Hispanic voters
An article by Ryan Saavedra titled “New Left-Of-Center Poll Shows Seismic
Shift in Hispanic Political Support” was posted at dailywire.com on June 9, 2022.
Comments about defunding the police
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Paige Fernandez titled “Defunding
the Police Will Actually Make Us Safer” was posted at aclu.org on June 11, 2020.
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Matthew Whitaker titled “Biden
Executive Order Defunds the Police by Another Name [by Awarding or Depriving
Federal Discretionary Grants]” was posted at foxnews.com on June 7, 2022.
An article by Natasha Anderson titled “Protesters Rally Outside Akron
Mayor’s Home Chanting ‘Defund the Police’ as Cops in Riot Gear Stand Guard:
City Under State of Emergency and Curfew After Shooting Death of Black Man
Jayland Walker” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Brandon Gillespie titled “Brian Kemp Blasts Stacey Abrams
[Who Previously Pushed Defund the Police] After Private Security Spending
Revealed [Paying Over $450,000 Between December 2021 and April 2022]”
was posted at foxnews.com on July 7, 2022.
Comments about excessive violent crime
Looking back to March 1995, an article by Patrick Fagan titled “The Real
Root Causes of Violent Crime: the Breakdown of Marriage, Family and
Community” was posted at heritage.org on March 17, 1995.
A video and an article by James Gordon titled “Terrifying Moment Cop Is
Surrounded by Mob of 150 in Chicago Who Jump and Kick His Patrol Car
Before Throwing Fireworks and Bricks Smashing the Windshield” were posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 7, 2022.
Comments about Jan. 6 Capitol riot
An article by Paul Sacca titled “Brit Hume Delivers Scorching Rebuke of
Jan. 6 Committee, Says He’s Never Seen Anything Like This in His 50 Years
Covering DC” was posted at theblaze.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Henry Rodgers titled “Text Messages Show Cassidy Hutchinson Referring to January 6 Committee ‘BS’ ” was posted at dailycaller.com
on July 3, 2022.
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An article by Cheryl Teh titled “Watergate Prosecutor Says Slapping Trump
With a Charge of Rebellion or Insurrection Could Prevent Him From Ever
Holding Office Again” was posted at businessinsider.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by John Lucas titled “Jan. 6 Committee’s Reliance on Legally
Inadmissible Hearsay Further Proves It’s a Show Trial” was posted at
thefederalist.com on July 7, 2022.
Remembering comments by Jack Del Rio
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Virginia Kruta titled “Washington
Commanders [Previously Called Washington Redskins] Jack Del Rio Calls
January 6 a ‘Dust Up—Blasts Double Standard on George Floyd Protests” was
posted at dailywire.com on June 8, 2022.
Looking back to June 2022, an article by John F. Trent titled “Washington
Commanders [Previously Called Washington Redskins] Defensive Coordinator Jack
Del Rio Questions Why ‘The Summer of Riots, Looting, Burning and the Destruction
of Personal Property’ Is Not Discussed” was posted at themix.net on June 8, 2022.
Remembering moronic comments denying excessive 2020 riots
Looking back to April 2021, an article by Leah Barkoukis titled “NYT Columnist
[Paul Krugman] Argues Mass Rioting, Looting Last Summer Was Just Something
Republicans ‘Believe’ Happened” was posted at townhall.com on April 23, 2021.
Looking back to April 2021, an article by Pam Key titled “Fox News
Channel’s Juan Williams Claims Republicans Lied About Cities Burning From
BLM Riots” was posted at breitbart.com on April 29, 2021.
Looking back to September 2020, an article by Ariel Zilber titled “George
Floyd Riots Will Cost Insurance Companies $2 Billion [Reporting That the
Rioting, Looting and Arson That Was Seen in 20 States Following May 25,
2020 Could Cost the Insurance Industry Up to $2 Billion in Claims]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on Sept. 16, 2020.
Comments about educating our youth
An article by Heidi Klaassen titled “Drag Is Not Dangerous: How Exposing
Your Kids to Drag Performance Can Be a Good Thing” was posted at
salon.com on June 30, 2022.
Transgenderism—general comments
An article by Katie Jerkovich titled “J.K. Rowling Throws Her Support
Behind Macy Gray After Singer Faces Backlash for ‘Transphobic’ Comments”
was posted at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Spencer Lindquist titled “Seattle Public Schools Direct Students
to Sex-Change Resources” was posted at breitbart.com on July 7, 2022.
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Comments about Disney’s rating and favorability
An article by John Nolte titled “Non-Woke ‘Minions’ Grosses More in 3 Days
Than ‘Lightyear’ in 3 Weeks” was posted at breitbart.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Hank Berrien titled “Disney Could Lose Exclusive Rights to
Mickey Mouse by 2024” was posted at dailywire.com on July 4, 2022.
Comments about Disney influence on children
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Disney Animated Series ‘Baymax’ (for
Ages 5 and Up) Features Men Dating” was posted at breitbart.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Alyssa Guzman titled “Woke Disney Shows Transgender Man
Offering Little Girl Advice on Which Tampons to Buy in New Children’s
Animated Series Baymax” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 2, 2022.
An article by David Ng titled “Natalie Portman Loves That Disney’s ‘Thor 4’
Is ‘Gayest’ Marvel Movie Ever” was posted at breitbart.com on July 6, 2022.
Comments about Winsome Sears
Looking back to April 2022, an article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Winsome]
Sears: The Rich Already Get to Decide What Their Kids Are Taught, Everyone
Else Should Have That Power” was posted at breitbart.com on April 12, 2022.
Comments about racism and white supremacy
An article by Robby Soave titled “Oregon Health Officials Delayed a Meeting Because ‘Urgency Is a White Supremacy Value’ ” was posted at reason.
com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Rachael Bunyan titled “Woke LA Teachers Are Being Told
to Challenge the Concepts of ‘Merit’ and ‘Individualism’ Because They Are
Rooted in ‘Whiteness’ as Part of Unconscious Bias Training” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on July 6, 2022.
Comments about critical race theory
An article by Spencer Lindquist titled “Republican Legislators [Including
John Cornyn of Texas] Back Bill That Could Push Critical Race Theory” was
posted at breitbart.com on July 1, 2022.
An article by Jeremiah Poff titled “Freedom From CRT: State Bans on Critical
Race Theory Start in Time for July Fourth” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com
on July 3, 2022.
An article by Susan Berry titled “Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis Exposes John
Cornyn-Sponsored Civics Bill Expanding Critical Race Theory in Public Schools”
was posted at tennessestar.com on July 7, 2022.
Comments about crimes against Black citizens
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Buffalo Gunman, 19, Appears in Court
Where Judge Refuses Defense Team Request for a Year to Prepare a Psychiatric
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Evaluation: Teen Could Face Death Penalty for Murdering Ten Black Shoppers at
Grocery Store [on May 14]” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 7, 2022.
Comments about Marxist BLM corporation
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Mark Moore titled “BLM Leader
[Hawk Newsome]: If Change Doesn’t Happen, Then ‘We Will Burn Down This
System’ ” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2020.
An article by Ronn Blitzer titled “Appeals Court Rejects Whole Foods Workers’ Discrimination Claim Over Dress Code Crackdown During BLM Protests”
was posted at foxbusiness.com on July 3, 2022.
Comments about police misconduct
A video and an article by Greg Wilson titled “Watch: Akron Police Release
Bodycam Footage of Chase That Led to Jayland Walker’s Shooting” were
posted at dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Brandon Drey titled “Akron Officials Cancel Fourth of July
Celebrations Amid Ongoing Protests for Jayland Walker” was posted at
dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Ari Hoffman titled “Portland Protesters Launch Mortars at
Federal Buildings, Smash Windows, Burn American Flags Over July 4 Weekend [in Response to Death of Jayland Walker in Ohio]” was posted at thepostmillennial.com on July 5, 2022.
An article by Alex Hammer titled “Moment Off-Duty Chicago Cop Kneels on
14-Year-Old Boy’s Back After Mistakenly Accusing Him of Stealing a Bike” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Tom Brown titled “Fired Cleveland Cop Who Shot and Killed
12-Year-Old Tamir Rice While He Was Playing With a Toy Gun in 2014 Quits
Two Days After His Appointment in Tiny Pennsylvania Town [Tioga Is
600 Miles in Rural North-Central Pennsylvania] Sparked Fury” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on July 7, 2022.
Comments about monkeypox in U.S.
An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “Experts Warn That the U.S. Could
Soon Lose Control of Monkeypox Due to Lack of Testing and Limited Access
to Vaccines” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
Comments about vaccine mandates
An article by Michael Whittaker titled “Judge Strikes Down Los Angeles School
District’s Vaccine Mandate” was posted at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Comments about vaccines
An article by Arthur Allen titled “How Pfizer Won the Pandemic—in Profit
and Influence” was posted at thedailybeast.com on July 2, 2022.
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An article by James Gordon titled “Florida Pediatrician Is Axed From State Board
After Pushing for Under-5s to Receive Covid Vaccine and Accusing Officials of
‘Obstructing’ Access to the Shot” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 3, 2022.
Comments about masks
An article by Charlotte Pence Bond titled “California Backs Off of Previously
Strict School Covid Guidelines, Won’t Require Masks in Schools” was posted
at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Media comments about Karine Jean-Pierre
An article by Max Tani, Alex Thompson and Allie Bice titled “Karine JeanPierre’s Tough Debut: Unforced Stumbles and Press Corps Grumbles” was
posted at politico.com on June 29, 2022.
Other comments about the media
An article by Matt Vespa titled “Politico Forced to Admit Piece on
Clarence Thomas’s Covid Vaccine Remarks Was Totally Wrong” was posted at
townhall.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “Joe Scarborough Floats Questionable
Theory [‘Media Bias’] on Why People Like Ron DeSantis Better Than Kamala
Harris” was posted at dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Rebecca Downs titled “Salon Writer [Matthew Rozsa] Says Joe
Biden Is Like the Founding Fathers, and He’s ‘Not Kidding’ ” was posted at
townhall.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Shivali Best titled “Social Media for the Snowflake Generation;
New Messaging App [Called] Morale Only Lets Users Send Compliments to
Their Friends” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Leah Barkoukis titled “CNN Ratings Worsen Despite New
Leadership” was posted at townhall.com on July 7, 2022.
Comments about Hunter Biden and family
An article by Tim Pearce titled “Biden Administration Sold Nearly 1 Million
Barrels of Oil to Chinese State-Owned Company Tied to Hunter Biden” was
posted at dailywire.com on July 7, 2022.
Democrats worried about Kamala Harris
An article by Jon Levine titled “Nervous Democrats Pray for Anyone but
Kamala Harris as 2024 Nominee” was posted at nypost.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Gavin Newsom Is a Better Candidate
for President Than Kamala Harris in 2024, New Poll Shows as Speculation
Swirls About Whether Biden and His VP Will Be on the Democratic Ticket” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 6, 2022.
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Keep an eye on Gavin Newsom
An article by Brandon Drey titled “Gov. Newsom Signs Off on Reversing
Loitering Law Police Used to Crack Down on Human Trafficking and Prostitution” was posted at dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Hannah Bleau titled “Gavin Newsom Uses July 4 to Urge
Floridans to Move to California: ‘We Still Believe in Freedom’ ” was posted at
breitbart.com on July 4, 2022.
An article by Hank Berrien titled “Newsom Vacations in [Montana] State
California Banned From State-Funded Travel, Hasn’t Said Who Paid for His
Security” was posted at dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Keep an eye on Michelle Obama
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Elizabeth Elkind and Rob
Crilly titled “Michelle Obama Would Put Republicans ‘In a Very Difficult
Position’ If She Ran for President Because She Is ‘Popular and Immune
to Criticism’—Former Trump Aide [Monica Crowley] Warns” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on Feb. 28, 2022.
An article by Joel Gilbert titled “Michelle Obama Is Running for President
in 2024” was posted at americanthinker.com on June 30, 2022.
Biden’s mental capacity
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Daniel Chaitin titled “David
Axelrod [Brilliant Political Adviser to Barack Obama]: Biden’s Age ‘Major’
Problem for Future Political Viability” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com
on June 11, 2022.
Looking back to June 2022, an article by Joseph Curl titled “CNN’s Don
Lemon Asks If Biden Has Physical, Mental Stamina to Run in 2024” was posted at dailywire.com on June 14, 2022.
An article by Sarah Arnold titled “ ‘Inside Biden’s Basement’ Project Aims to
‘Expose’ White House Officials” was posted at townhall.com on July 2, 2022.
Biden and Harris supporters and detractors
An article by Jay Clemons titled “Ex-New York Governor [David Paterson]:
AOC Has No Power With Dems, She’s a ‘Phantom of the Media’ ” was posted
at newsmax.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Squad Member Ilhan Omar Is Booed
by 10,000-Strong Somali Music Festival Crowd in Her Own District—Days
After She Suggested Minnesota Is Worse Than a Refugee Camp” was posted
at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “Ilhan Omar Being Booed Offstage [at
Minnesota Concert] Is a Tremendous Fourth of July Gift” was posted at
townhall.com on July 4, 2022.
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An article by Conn Carroll titled “With Roe Dead, Democrats Look to
Abandon Biden” was posted at washingtonexaminer.com on July 6, 2022.
An article by Oliga Benacerraf titled “Even Biden’s 2020 Campaign Manager [Kate Bedingfield] Is Getting Out Before the Midterms” was posted at
dailywire.com on July 6, 2022.
Comments about conservatives
An article by Staff titled “Dan Bongino: It’s Hard to Cultivate Patriotism When
the Left Drills in Its View of U.S.” was posted at foxnews.com on July 2, 2022.
An article by Bob Barr titled “Biden Will Set Democrats Back Years—Unless
the GOP Loses Focus” was posted at townhall.com on July 6, 2022.
Trump supporters and detractors
An article by Peter Caddle titled “Trump Vindicated: Germany Braces for
‘Chaotic Conditions’ Ahead of Feared Loss of Russian Gas” was posted at
breitbart.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Mitt Romney: A Donald Trump
Comeback Would Render America ‘Incurable’ ” was posted at breitbart.com
on July 4, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “Liz Cheney Says She Has Not Ruled Out Running
for President in 2024 and the Most Important Issue Is ‘Protecting the Nation
From Donald Trump’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 4, 2022.
An article by Shafiq Najib titled “Joe Rogan Says Donald Trump Has Asked
to Be on His Show Multiple Times: ‘Not Interested in Helping Him’ ” was posted at people.com on July 5, 2022.
General interest
An article by Chris Barron titled “Statement by Zelenko Labs on the
Passing of Our Founder Dr. Vladimir ‘Zev’ Zelenko” was posted at zstacklife.
com on June 30, 2022.
An article by Ronny Reyes titled “600 Flights Are Cancelled and 2,800 Are
Delayed as July Fourth Weekend ‘Airmageddon’ Begins: Transport Secretary
Pete Buttigieg ‘Gives Up’ and Tells Passengers to Claim Compensation From
Airlines” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 2, 2022.
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “City of Orlando Scrambles to Recover
After Asking ‘Whey on Earth’ Anyone Would Celebrate the USA” was posted
at dailywire.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Austin Krell titled “Make No Mistake, [NBA Basketball Player]
Kyrie Irving Is Entirely to Blame for the [Brooklyn] Nets’ Implosion” was posted at yahoo.com on July 3, 2022.
An article by Ronny Reyes and Dan Avery titled “Utah’s Not-So-Great Salt
Lake Hits Historic Low, With Water Level Dipping to 4,190 Feet, for a Second
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Time in Less Than a Year as the West Is Hit With Extreme Drought” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on July 6, 2022.
An article by Greg Wilson titled “NFL Exec [Troy Vincent] Reveals New
Scheme to Ruin Football for Fans [Predicting the Game Will Become ‘Flag
Football’]” was posted at dailywire.com on July 7, 2022.
An article titled “Sixteen International Flag Football Teams to Compete at the
World Games [in Birmingham, Alabama]” was posted at nfl.com on June 30, 2022.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
thoughts; let him return to the LORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to
our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not you thoughts,
nor are your ways My ways,’ says the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your
thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what
I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”

